
Indicate the kind of phrases the structures below are, and which is the headword in them. 

1a.is not going to the dance:                             NP…..   VP…… 

1b.the headword of the phrase is:                   is…. not…. going….   to…..the…..dance….. 

2a.should have mowed the lawn today:           NP…..    VP….. 

2b.the headword of the phrase is:                     should…. have…. mowed…. lawn…..today….. 

3a.some painfully annoying wisdom teeth:      NP….. VP….. 

3b.the headword of the phrase is:                     some…. painfully…..wisdom…..teeth…. 

4a.will be playing her clarinet tonight:             NP….  VP…. 

4b.the headword of the phrase is:                     will…. playing…. clarinet…. tonight…. 

5a.the east gate of the park:                              NP….  VP…. 

5b.the headword of the phrase is:                    east….gate…..of…. the…..park….. 

6a.your very much deserved success               NP….  VP…. 

6b.the headword of the phrase is:                    your…. much…. deserved…. success…. 

7a.the high wooden fence:                               NP….  VP…. 

7b.the headword of the phrase is:                    high…. wooden…. fence…. the….. 

8a.could have worked on that project:            NP….    VP…. 

8b.the headword of the phrase is:                    could…. worked….  that…. project…. 

9a.have been chosen as finalists:                     NP….   VP…. 

9b.the headword of the phrase is:                    have…. been…. chosen…. finalists…. 

10a.a serious conversation with John:            NP….  VP…. 

10b.the headword of the phrase is:                  a…. serious…. conversation….  John…. 

 

 

 

 



11a.are not trying very hard:                                           NP….  VP…. 

11b.the headword of the phrase is:                                 are…. not…. trying…. very…. hard… 

12a.those rotten terribly smelly socks:                           NP…. VP…. 

12b.the headword of the phrase is:                                those…. rotten…. terribly…. socks…. 

13.a.may be worth hundreds of dollars:                         NP…. VP…. 

13b.the headword of the phrase is:                                 may…. worth…. hundreds…. dollars…. 

14a.have woken up everyone in the neighborhood:       NP….  VP…. 

14b.the headword of the phrase is:                                 have...woken…everyone…neighborhood 

15a.a few difficult noun phrases:                                   NP….  VP…. 

15b.the headword of the phrase is:                                 few…. difficult…. noun…. phrases…. 

16a.many attractive huge ancient buildings:                  NP….  VP…. 

16b.the headword of the phrase is:                                attractive…. huge….ancient…. buildings 

17a.must have had permission to leave early:               NP….  VP…. 

17b.the headword of the phrase is:                                must… had… permission… leave…early 

18a.my pretty new red dress:                                         NP… VP…. 

18b.the headword of the phrase is:                                my… pretty… new… red… dress… 

19a.were called Indians by Columbus:                          NP…. VP… 

19b.the headword of the phrase is:                                were…. called… Indians…. Columbus…. 

20a.has been a land of great resources:                          NP…  VP…. 

20b.the headword of the phrase is:                                has…. been…. land…. resources…. 

 

 


